This paper proposes a method to accelerate the training process of general fuzzy min-max neural network.
Introduction
General fuzzy min-max (GFMM) neural network (GFMMNN) [2] is a generalization framework of fuzzy min-max neural network for classification [6] and clustering [7] . The GFMM model can handle both labelled and unlabelled data as well as crisp and fuzzy input samples in a single model. One of the remarkable characteristics of the GFMMNN is that it is able to explain the predictive results based on the rule sets 5 extracted directly or indirectly from hyperboxes [4] . This interpretable property of the GFMMNN is essential so that it can be used for high-stakes applications such as medical diagnosis, self-driving cars, and financial investment [5] . Interpretability helps fuzzy min-max neural networks to overcome the black-box drawbacks of the traditional neural networks. more likely to cause the classification errors in the online learning algorithm.
However, all of the current learning algorithms for the general fuzzy min-max neural network have the same drawback in the selection of expandable or mergeable hyperbox candidates. The creation of a new hyperbox in the online learning algorithms only occurs when all existing hyperboxes with the same class as 20 the input patterns cannot satisfy the expansion condition to cover the new input pattern. The expansion condition is the maximum hyperbox size and the non-overlap of hyperboxes representing different classes if using the IOL-GFMM. Similarly, in the agglomerative learning algorithm, the process of hyperbox merging only terminates if all pairs of hyperbox candidates are examined with regard to the aggregation criteria but the aggregation process cannot be performed. The aggregation conditions include maximum hyperbox 25 size, minimum similarity value, and the non-overlap of hyperboxes with different classes. The consideration of expansion or merging conditions for all hyperbox candidates leads to a waste of time. Therefore, in this study, we provide a lower bound on the membership functions and similarity measures to reduce the considered hyperbox candidates for the expansion or merging process. This method contributes to decreasing the training time of the learning algorithms. 30 Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We propose and prove the lemmas to reduce significantly the considered hyperboxes for both online and batch learning algorithms for the general fuzzy min-max neural network. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study tackling this issue.
• The effectiveness of the proposed method is assessed on widely used datasets. Experimental results 35 confirmed the strong points of the method in decreasing the training time of the algorithms.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overall architecture and learning algorithms of general fuzzy min-max neural network. Section 3 shows our proposed method. The experimental results and discussion are decribed in section 4. Section 5 concludes the main findings. General fuzzy min-max neural network contains three layers as shown in Fig. 1 . The input layer includes 2n nodes, where n is the number of dimensions of the input pattern. The first n nodes are the lower bounds of the input, while the remaining n nodes correspond to the upper bounds. These input nodes are connected to m hyperbox nodes in the hidden layer, in which the connection weights of the lower bound input nodes are stored in a matrix V and the connection weights between upper bound input nodes and hyperbox nodes are saved in a matrix W. These weights correspond to minimum points and maximum points of hyperboxes,
and their values are adjusted during the training process. Each hyperbox node B i is associated with an activation function, which is also known as the membership function defined by Eq. (1) .
where f (z, γ) =
is the ramp function, γ = [γ 1 , . . . , γ n ] is a sensitivity parameter describing the speed of decreasing of the membership function, and X = [X l , X u ] is an input pattern with lower bounds X l and upper bounds X u .
Each hyperbox B i in the hidden layer is connected to each output (class) node c j by a binary-valued parameter u ij computed using Eq. (2) . There are p + 1 output nodes corresponding to p classes, where node c 0 is linked to all unlabelled hyperboxes in the hidden layer. The transfer function of c j is determined by the maximum membership value of all hyperboxes with same class as c j and is shown in Eq. (3).
where m is the number of hyperboxes in the middle layer. The output of each class node can be a fuzzy value 45 calculated directly from Eq. (3) or a crisp value if the node associated with the highest membership value gets the value of one, and the others are assigned zero values [2] .
Although the GFMM model can be applied for labelled and unlabelled datasets, this paper only considers the classification problems. Therefore, the learning algorithms in the next sections are presented for labeled training data. 50 
Online learning algorithm
The incremental (online) learning algorithm, proposed in [2] , adjusts the size of existing hyperboxes or create new hyperboxes to accommodate new coming input patterns. There are three main steps in the algorithms including hyperbox expansion/creation, hyperbox overlap test, and hyperbox contraction. The pseudo code of the original online learning algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
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Assuming that each input pattern is represented in the form of X = [X l , X u , l X ], where l X is a class label and X l and X u are lower and upper bounds. The online learning algorithm first selects all existing hyperboxes with the same class as l X . After that, the algorithm performs the computation of the membership values between these selected hyperboxes and the input pattern X, and then these membership values are sorted in a descending order (lines 8-9 ). Next, the algorithm traverses in turn each hyperbox B i in the list of selected hyperboxes starting from the hyperbox with the maximum membership value to choose a hyperbox candidate aiming to expand and cover the input pattern. This process terminates when there is a hyperbox satisfying the expansion condition or the membership value is one (lines 12-28 ). Otherwise, a new hyperbox will be created with the same co-ordinates and label as the input pattern (lines 29-31 ). The expansion condition relates to the maximum hyperbox size threshold in each dimension as shown in Eq. (4).
If this criterion is met, the hyperbox B i is extended to accommodate the input pattern X using Eqs. (5) and
Algorithm 1 The original online learning algorithm
Require:
• θ: The maximum hyperbox size threshold
• γ: The speed of decreasing of the membership function
Ensure:
A list H of hyperboxes with minimum-maximum values and classes 1: Initialize an empty list of hyperboxes: min-max values V = W = ∅, hyperbox classes: L = ∅ 2: for each input pattern X = [X l , X u , l X ] do 3:
n ← The number of dimensions of X
4:
if V = ∅ then 5:
representing the same class as l X
8:
M ← ComputeMembershipValue(X, V1, W1, L1)
9:
H d ← SortByDescending(H1, M(H1))
10:
Set H1 ← H \ H1
11:
f lag ← f alse 12:
13:
if M(h) = 1 then 14:
19:
for each hyperbox [Vi, Wi, li] ∈ H1 do 20:
21:
if isOver = true then 22: 
If the expansion step of the hyperbox candidate is carried out, the extended hyperbox B i is verified for the overlap with the hyperboxes B k representing other classes. For each dimension j, four following conditions are checked (initially δ old = 1):
If δ new < δ old , then we set ∆ = i and δ old = δ new to show an overlapping area on the ∆th dimension, and the testing procedure is repeated for the next dimension. In contrast, there is no overlap region between two considered hyperboxes, and the hyperbox contraction step will not be performed (∆ = −1). If ∆ = −1, 65 the contraction procedure is applied on the ∆th dimension to remove the overlapping area between two hyperboxes. The overlapping region is eliminated by tuning the value of the dimension with the smallest overlap. If ∆ > 0, this dimension is adjusted according to the four following cases:
Agglomerative learning algorithm
The online learing algorithm creates or adjusts the size of hyperboxes whenever an input sample comes in the network. Therefore, its performance depends on the data presentation order. In [1] , Gabrys proposed an agglomerative learning algorithm based on the full similarity matrix (AGGLO-SM) to reduce the impact of the data presentation order on the accuracy of the learning algorithm. In contrast to the online learning 75 algorithm, the AGGLO-SM algorithm for the classification problems starts with all of the training samples.
The idea is to merge hyperboxes with the same class, possessing the similarity values larger than a given threshold, and not generating the overlapping areas with existing hyperboxes representing other classes. The main steps of the AGGLO-SM algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2.
Firstly, the algorithm initializes a matrix V of minimum points and a matrix W of maximum points 80 using the lower bounds X l and upper bounds X u of all training samples. Next, the algorithm performs a 8:
11:
H1 ← A list of hyperboxes with classes different from li ∈ L
12:
isOver ← IsOverlap(Vt, Wt, H1)
13:
if isOver = f alse then 14:
loop ← true
15:
Vi ← Vt; Wi ← Wt 16: repeated training process of aggregating hyperboxes starting from the computation of a similarity matrix of hyperboxes for each class. There are three measures possible to be used to find the similarity value of each pair of hyperboxes B i and B k as follows:
• The first similarity measure is based on maximum points or minimum points of two hyperboxes. For 85 simplifying, we call this measure as "middle distance" in this paper, though the similarity measures are not distance measures:
It can be seen that s ik = s ki , thus the similarity value between B i and B k may receive the minimum or maximum value between s ik and s ki . If the maximum value is used, this measure is called "mid-max 90 distance"; otherwise, the name "mid-min distance" is used.
• The second similarity measure employs the smallest gap between two hyperboxes B i and B k , namely "shortest distance" in this paper:
• The third similarity measure is based on the longest possible distance between two hyperboxes B i and B k , called "longest distance" for short, defined as follows:
We can observe that both s ik and s ik possess the symmetrical property.
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From the similarity matrix of hyperboxes with the same class, the algorithm will merge sequentially hyperboxes by seeking for a pair of hyperboxes with the maximum similarity value. It is noted that the algorithm only considers pairs of hyperboxes with similarity values larger than or equal to a minimum similarity threshold (σ): s ih ≥ σ (line 6 -Algorithm 2). Assuming that these two hyperboxes are B i and B k , the following conditions will be checked before aggregating:
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(a) Maximum hyperbox size: If all above constraints are met, the hyperbox aggregation process is carried out as follows:
(a) Updating the coordinates of B i so that B i represents the coordinates of the merged hyperbox (line 15 ).
(b) Removing B k from the current set of hyperboxes (line 16 ) and updating the similarity matrix.
This training process is iterated until there are no pairs of hyperboxes to aggregate.
Training process of the AGGLO-SM algorithm takes a very long time to complete, especially for massive 110 datasets, due to the fact that we need to compute and sort the similarity matrix for all pairs of hyperboxes.
To lower the training time of the AGGLO-SM algorithm, Gabrys [1] introduced the second agglomerative algorithm (AGGLO-2) removing the usage of the full similarity matrix when selecting and merging hyperboxes.
The main steps of the AGGLO-2 are shown in Algorithm 3.
The AGGLO-2 algorithm traverses and selects in turn each hyperbox in the current list of hyperboxes to Algorithm 3 The agglomerative algorithm version two -AGGLO-2
Require: 10:
13:
14:
15:
if isOver = f alse then
16:
17:
Vi ← Vt; Wi ← Wt 18:
19:
if i > k then 20: 
An improved online learning algorithm
The improved online learning algorithm (IOL-GFMM) is proposed in [3] to tackle the disadvantages of the original online learning algorithms related to the hyperbox contraction and equal membership value.
Similarly to the agglomerative learning algorithm, the IOL-GFMM algorithm prevents the overlap between the expanded hyperbox and any existing hyperboxes representing other classes, so it removes the contraction step from the learning algorithm. The learning process contains only two main steps, i.e., hyperbox expansion/creation and overlap test. The details of the IOL-GFMM are given in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 The IOL-GFMM algorithm
Ensure:
A list H of hyperboxes with minimum-maximum values and classes 1: Initialize an empty list of hyperboxes: min-max values V = W = ∅, hyperbox classes:
3:
4:
representing the same class as l X 8:
10:
11:
13:
20:
if isOver = f alse then 21: 28:
if f lag = f alse then 29:
Expansion of hyperboxes. When an input sample X = [X l , X u , l X ] comes to the network, the algorithm first 130 filters all existing hyperboxes representing the same class as l X . Next, the membership values between X and all selected hyperboxes are computed and sorted in a descending order (lines 8-9 ). If the maximum membership value is one, the learning process continues with another input sample (lines 13-16). Otherwise, the algorithm traverses in turn each hyperbox starting from the hyperbox with the maximum membership value to verify the expansion criteria. If all constraints are satisfied, the size of the selected hyperbox and 135 the number of pattern included in that hyperbox are updated and the learning process continues with next input samples (lines 17-26 ). If none of the hyperbox candidates satisfies the conditions, a new hyperbox is generated to accommodate the input pattern and added to the current set of hyperboxes (lines 28-30 ).
Two expansion criteria include the maximum hyperbox size shown in Eq. (4) and overlap. If the maximum hyperbox size constraint is satisfied, then the non-overlapping condition is verified as follows:
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Overlap test. The overlap test is performed between the newly extended hyperbox and the hyperboxes belonging to other classes. If there is any overlapping regions occurring, the next hyperbox candidate is considered. Otherwise, the chosen hyperbox is updated by the new coordinates of the expanded hyperbox, and the learning steps continue with another input sample. The overlap test between each pair of hyperboxes is conducted in the same way as the steps shown in subsection 2.2.
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Classification phase. In the classification phase, when an unseen sample X comes to the network, the membership degrees between X and all existing hyperboxes in the model are calculated. The input X will be classified to the class of the hyperbox with the maximum membership value. In the original online learning algorithm, if there are at least two hyperboxes with the same maximum membership value but different classes, the algorithm will select the predicted class randomly. In contrast, in the IOL-GFMM algorithm, if many hyperboxes belonging to K different classes output the same maximum membership degree (b win ), we need to deploy an additional criterion to specify the suitable class for X. If b win = 1 and ∃i : n i = 1, then the class of X is the class of B i . Otherwise, the predicted class of X is the class c k with the highest value of P(c k |X) defined by: 
Proposed method
In order to alleviate the computational issues, we present an approach to training algorithms that drasti-150 cally reduce the number of considered expandable hyperbox candidates by omitting hyperboxes certain not to satisfy the expansion or aggregation conditions.
Accelerated online learning algorithms
It is observed that in online learning algorithms of GFMMNN, a new hyperbox is only created to cover the input pattern if all hyperbox candidates cannot satisfy the conditions to be expanded for accommodating 155 the new input pattern. However, in the current versions of the online learning algorithms, there is no way to reduce the considered hyperbox candidates. In this paper, therefore, we provide a lemma to narrow down the expandable hyperboxes during the training process. This solution is given in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. When finding the candidates of expandable hyperboxes to cover an input pattern X, we only need to consider the hyperboxes (h) with the same class as X and having a membership degree (b h (X)) to the new
Proof. See the proof in the appendix A This lemma shows the relationship between the membership function and the maximum hyperbox size parameter if we keep the sensitivity parameter γ fixed. By using this lemma, we can reduce the number of hyperbox candidates considered for the expansion step based on their membership values. We can modify the As will be illustrated in the experimental section, these changes to the algorithms and the use of the proved Lemma 1 resulted in from 2 to 3.5 times reduction of learning time on average.
Accelerated agglomerative learning algorithms
In the original agglomerative learning algorithms, the hyperbox aggregation process considers all pairs of hyperboxes for which their similarity values are larger than or equal to a given minimum similarity threshold.
If this threshold is set too small, then there might be many candidates considered, and so the training process can be long. However, when the minimum similarity condition is met and two hyperboxes could be merged, the newly aggregated hyperbox has to still be checked for the maximum hyperbox size constraint. In this 180 paper, we will show the dependency of the similarity value with the maximum hyperbox size parameter.
Based on this identified relationship, we can remove immediately the pairs of hyperboxes for which the hyperbox aggregated from these candidates cannot, with absolute certainty, satisfy the maximum hyperbox size condition. The details of the proposed method are described in Lemma 2.
Lemma 2. Regardless of the similarity measure used, the hyperbox aggregation process only considers pairs 185 of hyperbox candidates that their similarity values satisfy the following condition: 
Experiments

Experimental datasets and parameter settings 200
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted the experiments on 24 datasets taken from the UCI machine learning repository 1 . A summary of these datasets related to the numbers of classes, features, and samples is shown in Table 1 . For each dataset, we carried out 5 times 2-fold cross-validation, and then the average values of the training time and the number of hyperbox candidates considered during the training process are reported in this paper.
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Experiments were run on a Intel Xeon Gold 6150 2.7GHz computer. For learning algorithms, the maximum hyperbox size is set θ = 0.1 and the sensitivity threshold of γ j = 1; ∀j ∈ [1, n]. In the agglomerative learning algorithms, we set the minimum similarity threshold σ = 0 to assess the impact of the lower bound related to θ on the training time of algorithms. Table 2 shows the average speed-up factor and the number of hyperbox candidates considered during the learning process over 10 iterations (5 times 2 It can be easily observed that the online learning algorithms using the proposed lemma are much faster than ones without deploying the lemma. These figures can be explained based on the number of hyperboxes considered during the training process. We can see that the use of lemma has significantly reduced the unsuitable hyperbox candidates that the original versions have to verify. In several datasets, the number of hyperbox candidates is zero in the case of using the proposed lemma because all existing hyperboxes cannot be extended to cover the new input patterns. It means that the resulting models only contain hyperboxes with one data point. In this case, the speed-up of learning process using the proposed lemma is obvious.
Experimental results for online learning algorithms
In general, the proposed method contributes to the acceleration of IOL-GFMM algorithm more significantly than the Onln-GFMM. This is because the training time of IOL-GFMM is usually faster than
Onln-GFMM algorithm with the small value of θ (θ = 0.1 in this work) [3] . Therefore, when the num-225 ber of candidates considered in the IOL-GFMM reduces, the overlap test operation between the extended hyperbox and the existing hyperboxes is conducted much faster. Meanwhile, the original online learning algorithm needs to check overlap and find the dimension to conduct the contraction for each pair of hyperboxes.
These operations occupy most of the computational expense of the Onln-GFMM algorithm, so the obtained speed-up of Onln-GFMM is smaller than that of IOL-GFMM algorithm. This part reports the experimental results of agglomerative learning algorithms with and without using the proposed lemma. Table 3 presents the speed-up factor of the AGGLO-2 algorithm with the use of the proposed lemma compared to one without using the lemma for four similarity measures. These values are calculated from the average training time shown in Table C .8 in the Appendix C. Table 4 describes the number of considered hyperbox candidates of the AGGLO-2 algorithm for each similarity measure. Table 5 shows the speed-up factors of the AGGLO-SM algorithm on the experimental datasets, which are computed from their training time in Table C .9 in the Appendix C. The number of hyperbox candidates considered during the training process of the AGGLO-SM algorithm with four similarity measures is presented in Table   6 .
240 In general, the use of the proposed lemma makes the agglomerative learning algorithm much faster because the number of candidates for the hyperbox aggregation process is considerably reduced. Among two versions of the batch learning algorithms, the influence of the proposed lemma on the performance of the AGGLO-2 is more significant compared to the AGGLO-SM. It is due to the fact that the number of hyperbox candidates for the aggregation process in the original AGGLO-2 is higher than the AGGLO-SM algorithm. For several 245 datasets in the AGGLO-2 algorithm such as optical digit, pendigits, rignorm, and spambase, the use of the proposed lemma accelerates the training process from 50 to nearly 280 times compared to the original version.
Although the AGGLO-SM algorithm cannot obtain such speed-up, the training time also reduces considerably when using the proposed lemma. These results confirm that our proposed method is efficient for all learning algorithms of the GFMM neural network. In the AGGLO-2 algorithm, among four similarity measures, the proposed lemma has the most impact on the longest distance measure and the least influence on the mid-max distance-based similarity measure. This is because the number of hyperbox candidates considered during the original training process using the longest distance-based measure is highest, but after using the proposed method, the number of considered candidates is smallest. Although the number of hyperbox candidates considered in the training process with 255 regard to the middle distance-based similarity measures using the proposed lemma is lower than that of the shortest distance-based measure, its speed-up factor on average is still lower compared to the value of the shortest-based measure. This is due to the fact that the middle-based measures are asymmetrical values, so Similarly, the speed-up factor of the training process using the proposed lemma with regard to the longest distance-based similarity measure in the AGGLO-SM is highest because the number of hyperbox candidates after using the proposed lemma is much lower than those of other similarity measures. Hence, its training time is fastest on average. The influence of the proposed lemma on the AGGLO-SM using mid-max distance 265 measure is still smallest among four similarity measures since its training process has to calculate the similarity values for each pair of hyperboxes twice and the number of hyperbox candidates is relatively high after using the proposed lemma. In contrast to the outcomes of the AGGLO-2, the impact of the proposed lemma on the training time of the AGGLO-SM algorithm using the mid-min distance-based measure is ranked in the second place as the number of candidates is much smaller than those of the shortest and mid-max distance-based 270 measures.
Conclusion
One of the drawbacks in the current learning algorithms of the general fuzzy min-max neural network is the consideration of too many candidates in the expansion or aggregation process of hyperboxes. Therefore, this paper presented and proved stricter lower bounds for online and agglomerative learning algorithms of 275 the GFMM neural network. The proposed method reduces significantly the unsuitable hyperbox candidates considered during the learning process, espescially in the AGGLO-2 algorithm. Therefore, the training operations are accelerated when applying our proposed solutions. Experimental results on many datasets confirmed the effectiveness of our approach. In particular, the acceleration factors of the online learning algorithms are from two to three on average, while the training time of the AGGLO-SM algorithm is reduced 280 about seven times on average. Especially, the speed-up factor in the AGGLO-2 algorithm using the proposed lemma can achieve from 30 to 250 on several datasets when the number of unsuitable hyperbox candidates is considerably reduced.
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The membership value along the j th dimension is:
and the lemma holds for the j th dimension.
The newly aggregated hyperbox satisfies the maximum hyperbox size θ on the j th dimension if and only if:
We also have:
guarantees that the maximum hyperbox size condition is not satisfied for the j th dimension. Hence, in this case, we need b hj ≥ 1 − θ · γ j so that the maximum hyperbox size condition is met.
Similarly to case 1, we only consider (x u j − w j ) · γ j ≤ 1, thus we have:
The newly expanded hyperbox satisfies the maximum hyperbox size θ if and only if:
The remaining proof is similar to case 1, and we also have b hj ≥ 1 − θ · γ j in this case.
If the hyperbox h is expanded, then:
The newly aggregated hyperbox satisfies the maximum hyperbox size θ if and only if:
We have: 1 − θ · γ j + (w j − x l j ) · γ j ≥ 1 − θ · γ j , because w j − x l j ≥ 0. The remaining proof is similar to case 1.
The remaining proof is similar to case 1.
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Case 4 : v j ≤ x l j ≤ x u j ≤ w j , we have the membership value: b hj = 1 ≥ 1 − θ · γ j , and we gain b hj ≥ 1 − θ · γ j in this case.
In addition, b hj = 0. The newly aggregated hyperbox satisfies the maximum hyperbox size θ if and only if:
The lemma holds for the j th dimension.
Case 5.2 : (x u j − w j ) · γ j ≤ 1, we have:
Hence, we also have b hj ≥ 1 − θ · γ j in this case.
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Case 6 : x l j ≤ x u j ≤ v j ≤ w j . The membership value along the j th dimension is:
This lemma holds for the j th dimension in this case.
Meanwhile, the membership function for whole dimensions is
We proved that the maximum hyperbox size condition is satisfied on any 315 dimension j if and only if b hj ≥ 1 − θ · γ j ≥ 1 − θ · γ max . Therefore, the maximum hyperbox size condition is met for every dimension j if and only if b h (X) ≥ 1 − θ · γ max . The lemma is proved.
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 2
This is a proof of Lemma 2.
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Proof. First of all, we need to prove that if the similarity value s ik = s(B i , B k ) ≥ 1 − θ · γ max is violated for any dimension j ∈ [1, n], then the maximum hyperbox size constraint is also not satisfied for the hyperbox aggregated from B i and B k . We see that the similarity measure using middle distance between two hyperboxes is the same as the membership value between a hyperbox and an input pattern. Therefore, the proof is the same as in the appendix A. Here, we only prove the above condition for the longest and shortest distance 325 measures.
Using the shortest distance based similarity measure
The shortest distance based similarity value for the j th is computed as follows:
For each j th dimension, there are six cases concerning the positions of the hyperbox B i = [V i , W i ] and the hyperbox B k = [V k , W k ] as follows:
condition holds in this case.
The similarity value: s j ik = 1 ≥ 1 − θ · γ j . The condition also holds in this case.
The coordinate at the j th dimension of the hyperbox aggregated from
The similarity value:
. In this case: s j ik = 0. The newly aggregated hyperbox must satisfy the maximum hyperbox box size condition:
The constraint is correct in this case. 
The constraint is also correct in this case.
This case is proved similarly to case 3.
The condition also holds in this case.
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Case 6 : v ij ≤ v kj ≤ w kj ≤ w ij . The similarity value: s j ik = 1 ≥ 1 − θ · γ j . The condition also holds in this case.
Using the longest distance based similarity measure
The longest distance based similarity value for the j th is calculated as follows:
For each j th dimension, we also consider in turn six cases relevant to the positions of the hyperbox The similarity value:
. In this case: s j ik = 0. The newly aggregated hyperbox meets the maximum hyperbox box size condition if and only if:
The constraint is correct in this case.
The newly aggregated hyperbox satisfies the maximum hyperbox box size condition if and only if:
This case is proved similarity to case 1.
The constraint holds in this case.
The constraint also holds in this case.
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Case 5.1b:
The newly aggregated hyperbox meets the maximum hyperbox box size condition if and only if:
Case 5.2 :
This case is proved similarly to case 5.
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From the above proofs, we can see that the hyperbox aggregated from two hyperboxes B i and B k satisfies the maximum hyperbox size condition if and only if the similarity value between these two hyperboxes at the j th dimension meets the condition: [1, n] . Therefore, the overall similarity value between two hyperboxes:
In addition, in the agglomerative learning, two hyperboxes B i and B k are aggregated if their similarity value s ik ≥ σ, where σ is a given minimum similarity threshold. From these two conditions, two aggregated hyperboxes must meet the condition: s ik ≥ max(σ, 1 − θ · γ max ). The lemma 2 is proved.
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